Due to fragmentation of the field, framing and engaging in debates over adult literacy standards have been particularly difficult. The discourse of adult literacy standards reflects this fragmentation. The terms content standards and opportunity-to-learn (OTL) standards have typically not been used. The term performance standards has been used inconsistently and too generally. Goals 2000 and related national-level policies call for development of a voluntary system of standards to raise expectations and make schools and students accountable for higher levels of performance. Preliminary efforts to define content standards have focused on definitions of workplace competencies. Relatively little attention has been given to more broadly defined conceptions of functional literacy knowledge and skills. Although the National Adult Literacy Survey represents advancement in the assessment of functional literacy skills, work is needed to develop more authentic, performance-based assessments. Efforts to develop OTL standards have been focused on program quality indicators and professionalization. The particular characteristics of the field of adult literacy call for development of new forms of standards to meet the needs of equity in access and outcomes, coordination of service provision, and sensitivity to the learning needs of an increasingly diverse population. Adult educators and learners have a special stake in standards and need to be actively involved in all areas of standards setting for adult literacy. (Contains 71 references.) (YLB)
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The prospect of developing content, performance, and opportunity-to-learn standards for adult literacy has generated much discussion. However, the lack of a common vocabulary and the relatively narrow range of interests represented in these discussions have been major impediments to progress in developing standards for adult literacy. This paper reviews literature on the theory and practice of education standards and summarizes the progress toward designing content, performance, and opportunity-to-learn standards for adult literacy. This review helps to highlight the technical issues and challenges to standards-based reform of the field. The development of efficient and equitable accountability systems for adult literacy programs will require ongoing efforts to define desirable knowledge and skills and to develop more authentic measures of learning outcomes. The particular challenges posed by issues of equity, diversity, and coordination of service provision call for a broadly based participatory process in developing and implementing adult literacy standards.
INTRODUCTION

Some problems, as they say in China, cannot be cut with one stroke of the knife. This is certainly true in the case of developing a system of standards for adult literacy in the United States. Driven by a broad range of policy initiatives at the federal, state, and local levels, a variety of efforts to set standards for adult literacy are currently underway. For the latter half of the 1990s, the political will to develop standards for adult literacy is likely to remain strong, even as the focus of setting standards for adult literacy shifts from the national to the state and local levels. While it appears certain that issues raised by the desire for increased accountability will remain in the forefront of standards discussions, it remains far from clear what sorts of standards are needed or desired by the various stakeholders.

This paper seeks to create a measure of coherence out of a highly fragmented discourse. Many of the writers cited in this review might not choose to characterize their work as having much, if anything, to do with the general issue of standards for adult literacy. Even among those who do explicitly address adult literacy standards issues, there seems to be little agreement on what those issues are or even on the meaning of the terms and concepts used to discuss them. Our intention is not to provide definitive answers to the many separate questions around which discussions have begun, but rather to clarify what is at stake, to raise additional issues for discussion, and to explore the implications of established patterns of participation in setting standards for adult literacy. Furthermore, our focus is on the technical as opposed to the political issues raised by standards. Although we recognize that the general question of whether or not there will be standards for adult literacy will be decided in the political arena, we feel that any future discussions of adult literacy standards will be fruitful only to the extent that they are guided by a clear vision of the technical issues raised by the design and implementation of various forms of standards.

Parsing the general question of standards for adult literacy into more meaningful and manageable pieces requires an elaboration of the language and logic of the standards reform movement. Although standards for education can take many different forms and serve a variety of societal functions (see Pearson, 1993; Thomas 1994), American national policies have called for the development of three generic types of education standards: content, performance, and, at times, opportunity-to-learn (OTL) standards (for definitions see NEGP, 1994).

The impetus for the development of national goals and standards for American education were concerns over the quality of the American workforce and international comparisons of educational achievement that seemed to show low or mediocre levels of performance by American students. These concerns found expression in the 1989 formulation of the America 2000 educational reform agenda proposed by the National Governors’ Association (NGA) and President Bush. America 2000 defined six National Education Goals. Goal 5 concerned adult literacy and lifelong learning. The America 2000 agenda of educational reform through the setting of standards has been incorporated into a
host of recent federal policies and legislation, including the National Literacy Act of 1991 (NLA) and the Goals 2000: Educate America Act (Goals 2000) passed by the U.S. Congress in 1994.

Setting standards in the field of adult literacy has generally lagged behind efforts in K-12 subject areas. As of this writing, efforts to set standards are being undertaken by professional organizations representing eleven K-12 subject areas (NEGP, 1994). The leader and pacesetter in these efforts has been the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). Perhaps the central lesson of NCTM's decade-long experience (see Ball, 1992) and of the experiences of other subject area organizations in attempting to follow their lead has been that moving from the theory of standards and standards policy to the actual process of setting standards has required customization of the forms and functions of standards to suit the particular needs and characteristics of each subject area.

Much is at stake in the development of standards for adult literacy. However, to date, only a fairly narrow range of interests—largely those of business and government—has been represented in efforts to set standards for adult literacy. To ensure equity and to improve chances for success in raising expectations and achievement through the setting of education goals and standards, there is a need to broaden participation in adult literacy standards setting. There is a particular need for greater inclusion of the voices and interests of adult educators in standards debates. Given the relative age and maturity of learners as well as the noncompulsory nature of most adult education, it would also be wise to include adult learners in the process of setting standards. Thus far, adult teachers and learners have not participated in setting standards for adult literacy to a degree that is commensurate with their stakes in the outcomes of this process.

The wide variety of settings, goals, and instructional programs that are included within the general domain of adult literacy and adult basic education (ABE) poses challenges to setting standards that, in many respects, are unlike those faced by efforts in other subject areas. Issues of coordination, equity, and diversity pose particular challenges to setting standards for the field of adult literacy. These issues may also be seen as starting points for the development of new forms of standards to suit the particular quality and accountability needs of the field.

**THE LANGUAGE AND LOGIC OF EDUCATION STANDARDS**

Before specifying the issues raised by the prospect of standards for adult literacy, it is necessary to develop a common understanding of a number of key terms and concepts employed in discussions of standards policy. For this purpose, it will be useful to review the definitions put forward by Husen and Tjinman (1994) in a recent international review of systems for monitoring educational performance.
Husen and Tuijnman begin by differentiating goals and standards. Educational goals, in their view, “are usually couched in very general terms and are not directly amenable to measurement” (1994, p. 3). Such goals are typically defined by the central government at the national level. A standard, on the other hand, “refers to a degree of excellence required for particular purposes, a measure of what is adequate, a socially and practically desired level of performance” (p. 2). More specifically, educational standards are usually described in terms of a “desired level of content mastery or performance” (p. 2).

In the language of American national educational policy, content standards define “everything a student should know and be able to do” (NCEST, 1992, p. 9). In other words, they describe the range of desirable knowledge and skills within a subject area. Performance standards specify how much students should know and be able to do. Thus, while content standards are primarily of use in framing a curriculum, performance standards establish benchmarks to shape expectations and to provide a basis for measuring learning outcomes and for imposing rewards and sanctions. Opportunity-to-learn (OTL) standards were proposed as a response to concerns over the potential inequity of raising expectations for all students without ensuring that all have an equal opportunity to meet higher expectations (NCEST, 1992). OTL standards are thus specifications of the educational inputs and resources required to meet expectations for student (and school) performance. Husen and Tuijnman (citing the National Academy of Education, 1993) summarize the connections among these three types of standards as follows:

... for meaningful and fair performance standards to be set, it is necessary to define the exact content areas to which these standards shall apply. Before performance can be fairly assessed, it is moreover necessary to determine whether all students have had adequate opportunities to learn the prescribed content. (p. 2)

In this ideal model of a system of educational standards, content, performance, and OTL standards are conceived of as interdependent. A comprehensive system of education standards would require that standards of all three types be developed and that the definition of content standards precede and provide the basis for the development of performance and OTL standards. In practice, however, organizations engaged in setting standards for K-12 subject areas have had to find their own paths through the standards-setting process. They have typically found it necessary to diverge from the ideal model in defining content, performance, and OTL standards as well as in developing additional types of standards to suit the particular characteristics of their subject areas (for a summary, see O’Neil, 1993).

Educational standards can perform a wide variety of functions, but the key function for standards in recent American policy discussions has been to support the development of accountability mechanisms. The functions that standards serve within an accountability system can be delineated by the terms assessment, monitoring, and evaluation. Husen and Tuijnman (1994, p. 3) define assessment as “techniques used in collecting information about educational outcomes.” Monitoring involves the collection of assessment data, “but is not necessarily restricted to outcome variables ... [and] must also take account of contextual information and measures of resource inputs and processes of education.” Although monitoring and evaluation are closely
connected, the latter tends to refer to the use of data for making a subjective judgment about the quality of a program. Husen and Tuijnman explain the relationship of assessment, monitoring, and evaluation to *accountability* in the following way:

> The systematic collection of evidence about educational performance, as in an indicator system for the monitoring of educational progress, is an important element of evaluation in a model of *accountability*. Monitoring refers to ways in which accountability is ensured by using the evaluative judgment for purposes of influence in a managerial or other control system. (p. 4)

This passage provides a succinct yet apt description of the rationale of current national policy on educational goals and standards in the United States. It also highlights the critical role of assessment in any system of educational goals and standards aimed at accountability.

**GOALS 2000 AND STANDARDS FOR ADULT LITERACY**

As noted above, the movement toward national goals and standards for American education was largely motivated by concerns for the future quality of the American workforce raised by relatively weak performances by American students in international comparisons of educational achievement. These concerns found their most influential expression in *A Nation at Risk* (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). The publication of *A Nation at Risk* had the effect of focusing public attention on the need for national level solutions to problems of educational quality. In the mid-1980s, efforts to address educational problems at the national level were spearheaded by the National Governor's Association (NGA) (see Alexander, 1986). Around this time, through groups such as The Conference Board (Berenbeim, 1991; Lund & McGuire, 1990; Lund & Wild, 1993), the Committee for Economic Development (CED, 1988), and the Business Roundtable, business leaders also began to take a more active interest in national educational development and policy. By the end of the decade, both business leaders and government policymakers began to see national educational goals and standards as the best method for improving the quality of the nation's stock of human capital and for keeping American industry competitive in the international marketplace.

In 1989, the NGA met with President Bush for an Education Summit and developed the America 2000 educational reform proposal. At the heart of the America 2000 proposal, there were six National Education Goals. These goals called for excellence in American education and were generally aimed at raising expectations for levels of achievement by American students and schools. Among the six goals was one that directly addressed the need for a literate population. Goal 5: Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning stated the following:
By the year 2000, every adult American will be literate and will possess the knowledge and skills necessary to compete in a global economy and exercise the rights and responsibilities of citizenship.

Each of the six goals defined by the NGA in 1989 was accompanied by a list of objectives. These objectives were more specific than the goals themselves, and they were meant to identify areas for immediate action. Five such objectives were defined for Goal 5: Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning. None of the objectives made explicit reference to literacy and the last two objectives were related to higher education. However, the first three objectives did address issues in the provision of adult basic education as follows:

- Every major American business will be involved in strengthening the connection between education and work.
- All workers will have the opportunity to acquire the knowledge and skills, from basic to highly technical, needed to adapt to emerging new technologies, work methods, and markets through public and private educational, vocational, technical, workplace, or other programs.
- The number of high-quality programs, including those at libraries, that are designed to serve more effectively the needs of the growing number of part-time and mid-career students will increase substantially.

The goals and objectives of the America 2000 proposal were adopted by the U.S. Department of Education in 1992 and were subsequently included in a legislative initiative entitled the Goals 2000: Educate America Act. By the time the Goals 2000 legislation was submitted to Congress in 1993, the number of goals had been expanded from six to eight and the objectives were elaborated to include a set of 16 core indicators.

The 1994 National Goals Report prepared by the National Education Goals Panel (NEGP) explains that the 16 core indicators were designed to be “comprehensive across the Goals; most critical in determining whether the Goals are actually achieved; policy-actionable; and updated at frequent intervals, so that the Panel can provide regular progress reports” (NEGP, 1994, pp. 5-6). Furthermore, these core indicators are meant to provide general criteria for policymakers, educators, and the public in order to measure progress in raising the level of the nation’s educational health; to give policymakers and the public a better idea of what they can do to improve educational performance; to clearly communicate benchmarks for expected levels of performance; and to identify and remove gaps in national and state level data that might get in the way of the Goal Panel’s task of measuring progress toward the National Goals. Among the three indicators that are specified for Goal 6 (originally Goal 5): Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning in the 1994 Goals Report, the first is of particular interest.

Indicator 10: Adult literacy
Increase the percentage of adults aged 16 and over who score at or above Level 3 in prose literacy on the National Adult Literacy Survey (NALS).
The choice of a level of performance on one of the three scales developed for the NALS (Kirsch et al., 1993) seems to have been primarily a matter of expedience. The reasons for this choice are not difficult to guess. NALS provided the first and only available comprehensive measure of literacy levels in the adult population of the nation. However, while NALS data is appropriate as an initial indicator, it falls considerably short in providing a basis for the development of performance standards for adult literacy (see below).

With the move toward the development of an indicator system, American policymakers, represented by the NEGP, are attempting to create a system of national oversight and accountability for the quality of education, including adult literacy education. The accountability system envisioned in current policies is in line with the ideal model of such a system as described earlier and, not coincidentally, is also similar to systems already in place in other Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) nations (see Bottani & Tuijnman, 1994). In other words, Goals 2000 and related national educational policies call for the development of a standards-based system of adult literacy education.

One portion of the Goals 2000: Educate America Act that is likely to have a significant formative influence on the development of standards for adult literacy is Title V, The National Skill Standards Act of 1994. With a goal of ensuring “a high skills, high quality, high performance workforce, including the most skilled front-line workforce in the world,” the Skill Standards Act establishes a National Skill Standards Board (NSSB) for five years to initiate the development of a “voluntary national system of skill standards and of assessment and certification of skill standards.” Informed by the Department of Education, Office of Vocational and Adult Education’s study of Occupational Skill Standards projects (OVAE, 1992), the NSSB is charged with identifying occupational clusters as well as the skills and personal qualities needed to succeed in each cluster. When these tasks are completed, the NSSB will then encourage the development of a variety of voluntary certification and assessment systems for the skills. The Skill Standards Act also enables the NSSB to award grants to industry councils or other voluntary partnerships that want to develop skill standards. Twelve million dollars was appropriated for the establishment of the NSSB for fiscal year 1995.

**Varieties of Standards in Practice**

Goals 2000 promotes the widespread development of standards in American education. Coupled with the recent reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in 1994, Goals 2000 requires states to develop both performance and content standards in order to receive Title I funding. Goals 2000 also encourages the creation of OTL standards, but these are strictly voluntary.
Goals 2000 and other national educational policies calling for the development of standards have been prompted by a felt need to improve the nation’s human capital. Standards for K-12 subject areas are aimed at raising expectations and supporting the conditions for higher levels of academic achievement and are thus intended, in the long run, to help create and sustain a more highly skilled and more internationally competitive workforce. Standards for adult literacy are aimed at improving workforce skills and knowledge more directly and immediately. Due to the differences in the aims, methods, and contexts of K-12 and adult education, the extent to which content, performance, OTL, or other forms of standards for adult literacy are possible or desirable is not yet clear.

CONTENT STANDARDS

Once educational goals and objectives have been established, the next logical step in developing standards for purposes of assessment, monitoring, and evaluation within an accountability system is the definition of content standards for each subject area. Work on content standards for K-12 subject areas is a way to define the broad outlines of subject matter that should be studied at various levels (see NCEST, 1992; Ravitch, 1992). One of the most common arguments made against development of national content standards for K-12 subject areas is that such standards would create a “standardized” national curriculum that would lack the diversity and flexibility seen by many to be one of the main strengths of the decentralized American educational system (Apple, 1993; Eisner, 1993). Proponents of standards have countered by arguing that content standards are meant to serve as general guides for curricular contents rather than specific requirements and that content standards should ideally be “general, visionary, and not at all prescriptive” (Porter, 1993, p. 25).

Although the definition of content standards for adult literacy in the sense of creating a framework for a national adult literacy curriculum is unlikely (and probably unwise for a variety of reasons; see Wagner, 1993), there are at least two separate arenas in which efforts are being made to define what every adult “should know and be able to do” in relationship to literacy. One such arena is the recently resurgent literature addressing the question of what constitutes functional literacy (see Venezky et al., 1990; Verhoeven, 1994). The other is comprised of the large body of work addressing issues of workforce readiness and workplace literacy (see, for example, Berenbeim, 1993; Chisman & Campbell, 1990; SCANS, 1991). Although these two discussions overlap at some points, they are distinguished by different core interests. The functional literacy literature is generally oriented toward a better understanding of the fundamental nature of literacy. The literature on workplace literacy, on the other hand, is more centrally concerned with the manner in which basic reading and writing are related to meeting the skill and knowledge demands of the workplace.

When it was formed in 1990, the Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS) was asked to “examine the demands of the workplace and whether [America’s] young people are capable of meeting those demands” (SCANS, 1991, p. xv). This general mission was broken down into four tasks: to define skills needed for employment; to propose acceptable levels of proficiency in these skills; to suggest effective ways of assessing levels of proficiency; and finally, to develop a means of disseminating the results of the Commission’s work to schools, businesses, and homes. The task of identifying
and defining skills was carried out in a five-stage process that entailed consultations with policymakers, business leaders, and a review of relevant research; the convening of expert panels; reviews of psychological, educational, and business databases; further consultations with research and business experts; and finally, analyses of skill demands of jobs in various areas of the economy (Whetzel, 1993). The result was a model of "workplace know-how" that specified desirable competencies in five domains and foundation skills in three domains. These competencies and foundation skills can be summarized below:

**Competencies**—effective workers can productively use the following:

- **Resources**—allocating time, money, materials, space, and staff;
- **Interpersonal skills**—working on teams, teaching others, serving customers, leading, negotiating, and working well with people from culturally diverse backgrounds;
- **Information**—acquiring and evaluating data, organizing and maintaining files, interpreting and communicating, and using computers to process information;
- **Systems**—understanding social, organizational, and technological systems, monitoring and correcting performance, and designing and improving systems; and
- **Technology**—selecting equipment and tools, applying technology to specific tasks, and maintaining and troubleshooting technologies.

**The Foundation**—competence requires the following:

- **Basic skills**—reading, writing, arithmetic and mathematics, speaking, and listening;
- **Thinking skills**—thinking creatively, making decisions, solving problems, seeing things in the mind’s eye, and reasoning; and
- **Personal qualities**—individual responsibility, self-esteem, sociability, self-management, and integrity (SCANS, 1991, p. vii)

As noted above, business groups motivated by an interest in producing a "world class workforce" have been among the key supporters of the National Education Goals. The work of SCANS in defining "workplace know-how" was a direct reflection of this particular interest. However, many educators and adult learners may present demands for literacy skills and knowledge that are substantially different from those defined by SCANS and supported by government and business leaders (see Barton, 1994; Leseman, 1994; Resnick & Resnick, 1977).

A truly comprehensive set of content standards for adult literacy would have to be founded upon a widely accepted and elaborated definition of literacy. Although the NALS, the NLA, and National Education Goal 6 (originally Goal 5) all contain what appear to be general definitions of literacy, the differences among these three closely related definitions reveal
the complexity of the definition problem. NALS was guided by a definition of literacy originally developed by a national panel of experts for the young adult literacy survey (YALS) assessment (Kirsch & Jungeblut, 1986) as follows:

Using printed and written information to function in society, to achieve one’s goals, and to develop one’s knowledge and potential. (Kirsch et al., 1993, p. 2)

According to Campbell, Kirsch, and Kolstad (1992, pp. 9-10), the expert panel convened by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) to define literacy for the NALS started with this YALS assessment definition. After much discussion, the panel concluded that revising the definition “would narrow rather than broaden the concept of literacy” (p. 10) and therefore unanimously adopted the YALS assessment definition as a guide for the NALS. The drafters of the National Literacy Act of 1991, while borrowing language from the YALS/NALS definition, elaborated upon that definition as follows:

For the purposes of this Act the term ‘literacy’ means an individual’s ability to read, write, and speak in English, and compute and solve problems at levels of proficiency necessary to function on the job and in society, to achieve one’s goals, and develop one’s knowledge and potential. (National Literacy Act of 1991, Section 3)

It is a matter of perspective whether the specification of English, numeracy, and job-related proficiencies in the NLA wording narrows or broadens the definition of literacy. Although the wording of Goal 6 (see above) is even more general than the NALS and NLA definitions, the form of literacy proficiency linked to “the rights and responsibilities of citizenship” in Goal 6 is not clearly specified in either the NALS or the NLA definitions. Differences in emphasis aside, the basic problem with all three of these definitions in terms of providing guidance for the development of content standards is their high level of generality. When more detailed definitions of literacy are put forward, consensus tends to evaporate (see Venezky et al., 1990) and the lack of consensus on specific features of desirable literacy knowledge and skills at this level has been seen as an obstacle to creating effective and measurable programs (e.g., BCEL, 1992).

Current approaches or schools of thought regarding the nature of literacy can be roughly divided into three general types. One approach is to view basic literacy as the set of component skills or cognitive processes entailed in the encoding and decoding of written text (see Adams, 1990). Another approach sees the fundamental nature of literacy in the ability to accomplish a variety of everyday reading and writing tasks (see Guthrie & Greaney, 1991; Kirsch et al., 1993). A third approach is to assume the existence of a variety of literacies, each related to the communicative practices of a particular community, culture, or social context (see Levine, 1986; Lytle, 1991; Street, 1984). Although these different conceptualizations can be seen as interrelated, they imply rather different directions for the development of content standards for adult literacy.

Beder (1991) has argued that a nationally standardized curriculum for adult literacy is possible only if literacy is conceptualized as a set of skills that are independent of specific tasks and contexts. Yet the level of generality at which a context-independent conception of literacy can be stated does not provide an adequate basis for specific measures of outcomes to which programs might
aspire and against which they might be held accountable. The NALS, NLA, and Goal 6 definitions of literacy are all too broadly stated to be directly useful as guides to curriculum development. The chief value of SCANS and other more detailed work-related definitions of literacy would seem to be in the guidance that such definitions provide in developing a more refined understanding of the literacy skills required by particular types of work or occupational clusters. The principal risk is the narrowing effect that too much attention to work-related as opposed to other areas of literacy competencies could have on the contents, processes, and outcomes of the broader areas of adult literacy and ABE provision.

 PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

Performance standards are the teeth in the smile of content standards. Once the range of desirable content in a subject area has been framed, the next step in the standards process is to develop performance standards to serve as the bases for measures of the extent to which students have acquired "enough" of that content. Because of the key role that they play in specifying measures of and acceptable levels for student outcomes (and program quality), performance standards are at the core of efforts to set standards for K-12 subject areas and for adult literacy. The NALS (Kirsch et al., 1993), while providing valuable data on the literacy profile of the American population, was only a small step toward the development of needed performance standards and measures of student outcomes and program quality (see further discussion of NALS below).

The Goals 2000 agenda has been characterized as "assessment-driven" reform. Both proponents (Simmons & Resnick, 1993) and critics (Apple, 1993) of the standards movement have judged that the ultimate success or failure of the movement will rest upon the degree to which new technologies for performance-based assessments can be perfected and accepted for general use. What makes performance standards distinct from more traditional achievement criteria is the linkage of such standards to more "authentic" and more complex measures of student performance. Performance-based assessments may take a variety of forms including exhibitions, investigations, portfolios of student work, or any other assessments that require learners to make use of prior knowledge, recent learning, and relevant skills in actively solving significant and realistic problems (Herman et al., 1992). One effect of the turn to performance standards and performance-based assessment has been to direct the attention of psychometricians away from issues of reliability and toward issues of validity (Messick, 1994). Tasks in performance-based assessments are typically longer, fewer in number, and scored in a more subjective manner than tasks in more traditional standardized tests, and this has raised concerns about the potential for bias and inequity in the use of such assessments, especially in high-stakes environments (see Darling-Hammond, 1994; Linn et al., 1991).

Alamparese (1990) has argued that the creation of performance standards for adult literacy is imperative because of the "press for program accountability" and the "need to "re-tool" the American workforce" (p. 111). But, so far, very little progress has been made in developing such standards. The design and implementation of performance standards for adult literacy must overcome two substantial problems. The first problem is the current
lack of appropriate and adequate measures of learning gain to serve the purposes of accountability. The second problem is related to weaknesses in the current infrastructure of adult literacy education delivery systems. The second problem compounds the first because even if more adequate assessments are perfected in the near future, there is no guarantee that local programs will have the capacity to make appropriate use of these assessments. The authors of the final report of the recently completed National Evaluation of Adult Education Programs (NEAEP) found that many local programs lacked the expertise to accurately assess their students (Young et al., 1994).

The lack of fit between the literacy skills measured by the NALS and those taught in most ABE classes raises questions about the appropriateness of using Level 3 on the NALS prose scale as a core indicator of progress toward the achievement of Goal 6: Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning. Building on the functional literacy tests and scales developed by ETS for a previous study of literacy among young adults (Kirsch & Jungeblut, 1986), the NALS provided an unprecedented look at the distribution of literacy skills across a wide cross section of the U.S. population (Kirsch et al., 1993). Though the NALS has many strengths, it was never intended to serve as the basis for establishing performance standards for adult literacy. The selection of Level 3 of the NALS prose scale as an indicator of progress toward achieving Goal 6 is therefore highly problematic. Key among the perceived strengths of performance standards and the alternative forms of assessment that they support is the potential that they hold to clearly communicate expectations for student achievement and at the same time to more closely link classroom instruction and assessment (see Herman et al., 1992). NALS can do neither. The items on the NALS test were derived from matrices of text types and everyday literacy tasks, not from any theoretical model of functional literacy or component literacy skills. For this reason, NALS results are incompatible with the results of the basic skills tests (such as TABE) typically used by adult literacy programs (Venezky, 1992).

At least two substantial efforts are currently underway to develop assessments of workplace literacy. The ETS is producing a Workplace Literacy Test based on the NALS assessment framework (Latham & Reese, 1995) and researchers at the National Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing (CRESST) have developed prototypes for performance measures of workplace competencies that build upon the SCANS framework (O'Neil, Allred, & Baker, 1992). The SCANS (1991) report proposes a five level rubric of proficiency levels for each of the Competencies and Foundation skills. These five levels are labeled preparatory, work-ready, intermediate, advanced, and specialist. CRESST researchers have begun to develop methods for assessing these proficiency levels following a strategy that includes analyses of the skill demands of particular occupations and the use of case studies to create a set of exemplars of abilities at each proficiency level for each occupational category.

While improved technologies for measuring workplace literacies and skills represent significant developments, such measures will not solve the critical problem of measuring learning gains for the purposes of accountability. For accountability systems to work, assessments will need to be developed that are capable of clearly communicating high expectations and serving as valid, reliable, feasible, and fair measures of adult literacy. Such measures are essential to the success of any standards-based education reform. Much work
remains to be done in developing performance standards and performance-based assessments for adult literacy and in training program staff in the use of such measures.

**OPPORTUNITY-TO-LEARN STANDARDS**

For performance standards to be fair, students and others who will be held accountable for outcomes must have the opportunity to meet those standards. The fact that authentic assessments and performance standards do not ameliorate concerns with equity and in some ways exacerbate the problem of test bias, led to calls for the development of opportunity-to-learn (OTL) standards. The call for OTL standards was amplified in a National Council on Educational Standards and Testing (NCEST) report that recognized the potential inequity of holding children accountable for performance without determining whether the available resources and environment were adequate to promote academic achievement (NCEST, 1992). OTL standards are designed to illustrate an institution’s capacity to provide this opportunity by measuring the adequacy of school variables, such as fiscal and human resources, the enacted curriculum, and the school climate.

OTL standards (also known as delivery standards) have been the subject of much debate in the elementary and secondary education policy arena. To their supporters, they hold the promise of equity, and to their detractors, they signify excessive governmental intervention (Lewis, 1992). The authors of the volume of standards for assessment for the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) warned that OTL standards provide policymakers and funding agencies with “both the opportunity to deal with inequities and to demand compliance” (NCTM, 1993, p. 232). On the one hand, OTL standards may serve as the means of disseminating knowledge of best practices and, at the same time, they may be used as yardsticks against which schools may be held accountable. This dual potential is the source of controversies that have developed over the desirability and need for OTL standards. Designing OTL standards as exemplars of best practices would ideally set levels for optimal performance that are beyond the reach of most programs so as to give those programs targets for improvement. Using OTL standards as accountability measures, particularly if such measures are tied to renewal of funding or certification, might have the effect of lowering standards to a level that most programs can be expected to satisfy. It would also open the door to costly litigation over the definition and measurement of what constitutes “adequate” education.

While there has been no explicit call for OTL standards as such, developing standards for program quality and for professional training and certification have been long-term concerns within the field of adult literacy. As noted above, the foundation of the National Skills Standards Board (NSSB) in the Goals 2000: Educate America Act established a mechanism for linking quality issues in adult education with standards for skills needed in the workplace. This linkage had also been made with the passage of the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) 10 years earlier in 1983. JTPA called for the development of both indicators of program quality and (program) performance standards. Section 106 of the JTPA called specifically for standards to assess “the increased employment and earnings of participants and the reduction in welfare dependency.” Although the Department of Labor
developed initial (program) performance standards in 1983, these were modified in 1990 to include employment rate, weekly earnings, youth-entered-employment rate, and youth-employability-enhancement rate. Programs performing above specific, locally set levels on these indicators are eligible for incentive funding which is distributed by the states.

The National Literacy Act of 1991 (NLA) also requires states to develop *indicators of program quality* for adult education programs. Often called *performance* indicators, indicators of program quality are primarily intended to illustrate the effectiveness of adult education programs. Both the states and the federal government are currently required by law to develop indicators of adult education program quality. As detailed in the NLA, these indicators are to be used “... to determine whether programs are effective, including whether such programs are successfully recruiting, retaining and improving the literacy skills of individuals served in such programs” (Section 331 (a)(2)). In both the JTPA and the NLA, measures of program effectiveness are broadly defined to include not only program outcomes, but program inputs as well.

At the request of the U.S. Department of Education, Pelavin Associates produced several documents providing guidance to states for the development of the program quality indicators required by the NLA (Condelli, 1992; Condelli & Kutner, 1992). Although we were not able to conduct a thorough review of states' progress in developing these indicators, Iowa has published its Adult Basic Education Performance Measures and Performance Standards (ISDE, 1993). This is just one example of a state-level program quality indicator system created in response to the federal mandate. The Iowa Department of Education chose to include indicators for curricular and instructional processes, staff development, and student recruitment, in addition to the more traditional measure of program effectiveness, learners’ educational gains.¹

Among practitioners in the adult literacy field, the particular aspect of program quality that has been the focus of attention has been the capacity and quality of adult education teachers. Teachers are, arguably, the most important input in adult education programs. As such, the development of a high-skilled, well-trained teaching force will be a critical factor in improving adult learners’ opportunities to learn. Currently, there is a general consensus in the field that adult literacy educators are not well prepared for their positions (Lytle, Belzer, & Reumann, 1992; Shanahan, Meehan, & Mogge, 1994). Foster (1990) attributes low teacher quality to, among other conditions, low compensation, few resources for professional development, the absence of a national organization for adult literacy educators, and the field’s reliance on volunteer educators. Foster notes that “the job of helping individuals improve their literacy skills is a formidable one, which cannot be accomplished by a national cadre of untrained workers, no matter how good their intentions, or by volunteers alone” (1990, pp. 92-03). Her remedy is to develop standards for teaching practice in adult literacy education.

¹Pelavin Associates is currently preparing a review of state efforts in developing program quality indicator systems. In addition, the National Institute for Literacy is working with several states to develop possible program outcome variables and ways to measure them. However, no documentation for either of these two projects was available at the time of this writing.
For the quality of education and training instructors to be improved, agreement must be reached on the common elements of proficiencies needed by instructors. We need to develop standards of practice that will guide instructors in what to teach, how to teach, how to be responsive to the goals, needs, and culture of the learner, and how to improve accountability. (Foster, 1990, pp. 79-80)

In this statement, Foster is actually calling for all types of standards, including content ("what to teach") and performance standards ("how to improve accountability"). But the rest of her suggestions could be considered OTL standards because they focus on inputs into adult education, particularly around the provision of teaching.

Many specialists, such as Foster, have recommended both national and state leadership to encourage the development of standards for the adult literacy profession. Yet, little has been accomplished on a large scale. Despite the surge of recent federal legislation in adult education that has emphasized the development of standards for adult literacy programs (see OTA, 1993), these initiatives have as yet had little impact on practitioners.

Shanahan, Meehan, and Mogge (1994) describe several of the obstacles inhibiting the professionalization of the adult literacy field. Adult literacy professionals themselves are not in agreement on what constitutes best practice in their field, nor are they convinced that training programs or activities can be developed that will significantly improve the quality of the workforce. Additionally, there is some debate about what impact more "qualified" teachers might have on the field and whether developing standards of practice might entail excessive government intervention. Underlying this debate is a lack of consensus on what qualities are required of adult literacy professionals and of adult literacy programs. While a discussion of OTL standards may help to bring the field closer to consensus on these issues, the likelihood of quick and easy solutions seems remote.

**CHALLENGES**

The driving force behind the movement toward standards for American education is the demand for accountability. But who is to be held accountable and for what? By defining desirable outcomes, educational standards determine what is to be measured for the purposes of accountability. The question of who will be held accountable for achieving desirable outcomes, whether it is educators or the government, is largely determined by who participates in the process of setting standards. The current demand for developing standards for adult literacy seems to emanate primarily from two sources: government policymakers and organizations representing the interests of business. It is largely through the influence of these two sets of stakeholders that the issues entailed in developing a system of standards for adult literacy have been defined and discussed. This relatively narrow base of interests raises a number of concerns. The authors of the NCTM volume on assessment standards (NCTM, 1993) summarized their concerns in this regard as follows:
Are the reform visions held by the education community and policy makers really that similar – if it is hard for teachers to see the new vision clearly – how much more difficult is it for policy makers?

Will the established conservative economic perspective dominate in the development of new assessment systems in spite of the critical, democratic view expressed by the math community?

Is the political interest in reform, world class standards, and so forth a “political smokescreen” to mask real failures to face the decay of American schools and to “allow dominant groups to export the crisis from their own past decisions” and mount “an attack on egalitarian norms and values?” (Apple, 1992, p. 415) (NCTM, 1993, p. 236)

These concerns are not unique to mathematics. They highlight what is at stake in setting standards for adult literacy as well.

Many educators have been slow to recognize the force of the standards movement and this may have limited the influence that educational practitioners have had in the process of defining standards. Some who initially resisted the idea of standards have come to see the participation of all stakeholders in the standards-setting process as critical. DeFabio (1994), for example, introduces a book outlining standards for English/language arts by noting that she overcame her own reluctance to participate in standards setting when she realized that the question is no longer whether there will be standards, but who will set them. At present, it is difficult to discern what effect consideration of the interests of adult educators, adult learners, and the general public would have on the shape of standards for adult literacy, since these groups have thus far not been key participants in the standards policy debates. It seems likely, however, that the inclusion of the broader range of interests represented by these groups would have the effect of giving greater prominence to issues of equity, diversity, and coordination in the provision of adult basic education.

**EQUITY**

In writing about the equity issues raised by the NALS data, Reder (1993) concluded that two concerns, equity in outcomes and access to literacy learning in all its contexts, should be part of any effort to create standards for adult literacy. The standards to address these concerns might well be forms of performance standards and OTL standards that are unlike any that have been proposed to date. Unlike the program quality indicators specified in JTPA, NLA, and related legislation and policy at the state and local levels, OTL standards aimed at promoting equity in the outcomes of adult literacy learning would have to be designed to reflect the interests of adult learners. As noted above, these interests are likely to be rather different from those of government policymakers and business leaders. They may also be substantially different in terms of what are considered valued and valuable literacy knowledge and skills from the “middle class norms” that presently guide the majority of adult education programs (Davies, 1994).
COORDINATION

Closely related to the issue of providing equity in access to literacy learning is that of coordinating the efforts of the various institutions currently providing adult basic education. Beder (1991) and others (Haigler, 1990; OTA, 1993) have emphasized that a lack of communication among the numerous agencies that fund and provide adult literacy instruction at the national, state, and local levels is a major obstacle to program effectiveness.

Adult literacy instruction in the United States is provided by a variety of public education agencies as well as by community-based and volunteer organizations (see Venezky & Wagner, 1994). The recently completed NEAEP conducted for the U.S. Department of Education by Development Associates (Young et al., 1994) reports that more than 2,800 programs are supported by federal funding. The majority of these programs (69%) are operated by public school systems. Community colleges operate another sizable portion (17%) of programs receiving federal support. The NEAEP report also highlights the diversity of the clientele served by adult basic education (ABE), adult secondary education (ASE), and adult English as a second language (ESL) programs. Davies (1994) cites a number of works (Hunter & Harman, 1979; Kozol, 1985; Mezirow, Darkenwald, & Knox, 1975) that have pointed to the fact that those adult literacy programs that rely most heavily on government funding, particularly programs found in community colleges, universities, and adult high school classes, are serving the “cream” of the adult nonreading public. National standards are needed that hold these programs accountable for equity in access and outcomes, but the sheer mass of paperwork already imposed upon such programs by the maze of agencies and funding sources that they must deal with may make the imposition of another set of reporting requirements unduly burdensome.

DIVERSITY

Another set of challenges to standards setting for adult literacy are those raised by the cultural and linguistic diversity of the American population. One of the primary challenges in setting standards for public elementary and secondary education has centered around issues of equity for culturally and linguistically diverse students. In adult literacy programs, meeting the needs of these particular students is paramount. Nearly half of all adult education students are studying English as a Second Language, and 40% of students in adult basic and secondary education are African American or Hispanic (Young et al., 1994). Faced with such diversity, both critics and supporters of the national standards movement have expressed concern in two main areas: delivery of educational services and assessment.

Recent standards-setting panels have been criticized for the homogeneity of their membership and their assumptions that all children are alike (Gonzalez, 1993). Underlying these criticisms is the concern that the standards-setting process will further infuse the curriculum with pedagogy and policy that has consistently marginalized diverse students and resulted in their generally low educational achievement. It is likely that the early stages of the implementation of standards will disadvantage racial and ethnic minority students, limited-English-proficient students, and female students (Pullin, 1994), in part, because of the effect standards may have in sustaining or creating educational environments that are insensitive to the home cultural communications styles of many students (Erickson, 1987).
Equity advocates want to insure that standards-setting processes do not embed these inequities into the curriculum.

Beyond their misgivings about the potential effects of performance and content standards, those who advocate equity in education generally agree that OTL standards are necessary. Simmons (1993) notes, for example, that the lack of attention to delivery (OTL) standards at the national level has particularly important implications for minority and disadvantaged students. In the face of well-documented inequities in resources (Kozol, 1991), it would be unfair to hold all students to the same standards when all do not have the same opportunity to learn. Yet, parents of culturally and linguistically diverse children typically reject the idea of setting different standards for these groups (Gonzalez, 1993). The solution to improving education for all children and adults, especially poor and minority learners, may be in setting OTL standards that provide clear guidance without being unduly restrictive (see Simmons, 1993).

**CONCLUSIONS**

This paper identifies a number of issues that have been raised or are likely to be raised in the initial phases of the process of developing standards for adult literacy. Whether a comprehensive system of standards for adult literacy is desirable remains an open question. With the recent election of Republican majorities to both houses of Congress, a Senate vote to reject proposed curricular standards for history, and the general drive to constrict federal intervention in state and local affairs, the fate of standards-based education reform remains uncertain. Although the standards movement may have lost some of its momentum, the debates over standards can be expected to continue.

Due to the fragmentation of the field, framing and engaging in debates over adult literacy standards have been particularly difficult. The discourse of adult literacy standards reflects this fragmentation. The terms content standards and OTL standards have typically not been used, even in the contexts of efforts to define desirable knowledge and skills and to define indicators of program quality. The term performance standards has been used inconsistently and too generally, with the result that the measures of student outcomes have often been conflated with measures of program quality and opportunity to learn. In this paper, we have tried to separate issues in the development of content, performance, and OTL standards for adult literacy and to highlight topics for further discussion and debate in each of these domains. We have also identified several issues that pose particular challenges to the development of standards for adult literacy: equity, diversity, and coordination. Below, we summarize our main points:

- Goals 2000 and related national level policies call for the development of a voluntary system of content, performance, and opportunity-to-learn standards as ways of raising expectations and making schools and students accountable for higher levels of performance.

- Content standards are definitions of desirable knowledge and skills. In the field of adult literacy, preliminary efforts to define content standards have focused on definitions of
workplace competencies (e.g., SCANS) and relatively little attention has been given to more broadly defined conceptions of functional literacy knowledge and skills. Discussions of content standards that are related to more general literacy competencies will be valuable even if consensus on a single definition of literacy is not achievable.

- Performance standards are criteria for establishing measures of "how much" knowledge is enough. Although NALS represents advancement in the assessment of functional literacy skills, work is needed to develop more authentic, performance-based assessments of literacy. Development in the technology of literacy assessment may well be the single most important factor in determining the success of standards-based reforms for the field.

- Opportunity-to-learn (OTL) standards define expectations for school inputs (resources) and processes (best practices), as ways of ensuring equal opportunities for all students to achieve at high levels. Within the field of adult literacy, efforts to develop OTL standards have been focused on the areas of program quality indicators and professionalization. The design of accountability systems for adult literacy education will further work in these areas as well as work on content and performance standards.

- The particular characteristics of the field of adult literacy call for the development of new forms of standards to meet the needs of assuring equity in access and outcomes, coordination of service provision, and sensitivity to the learning needs of an increasingly diverse population.

- The stakes in standards setting are high, and there is a need for broader participation by all stakeholders in adult literacy standards-setting efforts. Adult educators and adult learners have a special stake in standards and need to be actively involved in all areas of standards setting for adult literacy.

Within current American educational standards reform efforts, a variety of forms of standards are being designed to serve the purposes of defining clear and high expectations for achievement and of developing accurate and fair mechanisms for accountability. What constitutes excellence and how best to ensure that all have the opportunity to excel are the fundamental questions that drive the standards conversation. There are no final answers to these questions. In the field of adult literacy, discussions of standards have been initiated in a number of different circles. These circles need to be joined and expanded to include the voices of all stakeholders. Acrimonious debate will be unavoidable in dealing with the issues and challenges posed by content, performance, OTL, and other forms of adult literacy standards, and full consensus is improbable. However, broad-based discussions of standards for adult literacy will provide rare opportunities for ongoing and critical exchanges of views on questions of vital concern to all who have an interest in improving literacy among adult Americans.
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